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Abstract. We prove that under certain conditions the flow of

a Hamiltonian vector field on a possibly infinite-dimensional dy-

namical system exists for all time.

We shall prove that under certain natural conditions the Hamil-

tonian vector field of a (possibly infinite-dimensional) dynamical sys-

tem has integral curves which extend for all time. W. Gordon [3]

has proved the result in the case of Euclidean space. We are grateful

to J. Marsden for suggesting the problem and to W. Meyer for useful

conversations.

Let M be a smooth Hilbert manifold with a Riemannian structure,

( , ), let Vo'.M—*R be a smooth function and let V= V0 ox where

■jr:T(M)—*M is the projection map of the tangent bundle. Define

H: T(M)—*R by H = K+ V where K, the kinetic energy, is defined by

K(V)=h(V,  V).
It is well known that T*M (and by means of ( , ), TM) has

a natural symplectic two-form il, and the equation i(Z)il=dH can be

used to define a vector field Z on TM [4, p. 110].

Theorem. If M is complete under the metric induced by ( , ) and if

V is bounded below, then all integral curves of Z extend for all time.

Equivalents the flow F:TMXR->TM which satisfies (dF/dt)(X, s)

= Zf(x,>) is defined on all of TMXR.

To prove the theorem we must construct a Riemannian structure

for TM and this we do by use of the affine connection.

It is well known that ( , ) defines a unique connection and for

each pEM and XÇzTpM, V defines a splitting of TxTM into vertical

and horizontal subspaces; i.e. TxTM = V®5C, [2]. Also there are

canonical linear isomorphisms L:V—>TPM and 7V:3C—>rpAf, 7V

being the tangent map to w. We define an inner product, (( , )),

on TxTM by declaring "U and 3C perpendicular and L and 7V iso-

metries. This clearly defines a Riemannian structure for T(M).

Lemma. (( , )) induces a complete metric on TM.
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Proof. Let {Xi} be a Cauchy sequence in TM and let pi=ir(Xi).

For any q^M and yÇîTqM, Tir: TvTM—*TqM is distance decreasing.

Hence ir decreases the length of curves, so {pi} is Cauchy in M.

Let ^=limj^.00 {pi} and choose a closed neighborhood U about p

and a chart <p: U—*E. (E is a Hilbert space on which M is modeled.)

<p induces a chart T<p: T(U)-+EXE in a standard way [4, p. 40], and

for i sufficiently large Xí<ElT(U). We can assume that <p(U) is a closed

ball in E in which case T<p(T(U))=<p(U)XE is a closed subset of

EXE. <p(U) XE is therefore complete as a metric subspace of EXE,

so if we can show { Ttp(Xi)} is Cauchy in <p(U) XE then { T(p(Xî)}

will converge and so will {Xi}.

To show { T<p(Xi)} Cauchy, we make <p: U-+E a normal coordinate

chart so that TT<p:TvTM-*UXEXEXE is an isometry for all

yGf'Wi and so that there exists a constant A such that for any

WÇHTTU, || 77VW|| =A\\ W\\. The existence of such an A means that

all curves in TU are stretched, under the map Ttp, by at most a factor

of A. Then, letting p be the metric on TM, we must show that for i,j

sufficiently large and for any curve y of length sufficiently close to

p(Xit Xj), y is contained in TU. If this is true, T<p(y) has length at

most A times the length of y and the distance between T<p(Xi) and

T<p(Xj) is at most Ap(Xi, X,).

To show curves such as y are contained in T(U) we assume U is a

metric ball about p of radius 3e. Then let FÇT U be the ball of radius

e, and pick i, j sufficiently large so thatp(Xit Xj) <e and Xit X/G 7( V).

Then if 7 is a curve from Xi to X¡ of length less than 2e, ya=ir o y

must also have length less than 2e so 70Ç U. Thus y^TU, T<p(y)

has length at most 2Ae, and the distance from T<p(XÍ) to T<p(Xj) is

therefore at most 2e. Hence {T<p(Xi)} is Cauchy and the lemma is

proven.

Proof of Theorem. Consider the equation i(Z)il=dH and let

Z = S+G where 5 satisfies i(S)il=dK and G satisfies i(G)il=dV.

Then S is the spray of the Riemannian metric ( , ) [4, p. 1IO], and

G is the vertical lift of grad V; i.e. Gx = L~1(grad V) where L:V

-*TrMM. (See [l].)

Let c:(a, b)^>TM be a maximal integral curve of Z. We wish to

show that a = — °° , b = » , and to do this, we first assume a (respec-

tively b) finite and show limi_a {c(t)} (respectively lim^i, c(t)) exists

in TM. Then by the fundamental theorem of ordinary differential equa-

tions [4], the domain of c extends to (a+e, b) (respectively (a, b-\-e)).

This contradicts the maximality of (a, b) and proves the theorem.

The main fact needed to show lim(^.0 {c(t)} exists, is that H is

constant along c. This is simply conservation of energy and is proven
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in [l, p. 110]. Let N be the lower bound for V and let iVi = i7(c).

Then K \ c is bounded by Ni — N.

Let Co = ir o c, a curve in M. Then c0', the tangent vector to Co satis-

fies c¿ (t) = Tir(c'(t)) = Tw(ZC(.d). But 7ir(ZC(()) = Tir(SC(i)) =c(t) since

G is vertical and 5 is a spray. Therefore since X is bounded on c, the

length of có (t) is bounded and, since M is complete, lim(-»¡, {c0(í)}

exists. Let c0(b) =limi-»6 {c0(t)}.

Now we seek a limit of c(f) in 7r_1(c0(&)). To show that it exists we

must only show that c'(f) is bounded in the metric on TM.

c'(t) =ZC(o =5C(í)+GC((), and 5 and G are horizontal and vertical re-

spectively. Also GC(t) depends only on Co(t) and since Co(t) extends

continuously to c0(b), GC(o remains bounded as t—*b. Also H^ccoH

= ||c(/)||, from the definition of the metric on TM. It follows that

llc'W|| Hl-^oll +||G:(:(()|| remains bounded as t—*b, so c(t) converges.

The same argument works as /—>a, and the theorem follows.

Remark 1. If M is finite-dimensional, one can use local compact-

ness of TM instead of a metric on TM, so the proof is much shorter.

Remark 2. It is easy to show that the theorem is false if M is not

complete or Fis not bounded below. There are counterexamples even

if M is one-dimensional.
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